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Otterbox 77-53311 mobile phone case (77-53311)
FR&#274; for Galaxy S7 case
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 25.58 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 5.37 €

Product details:
Product code: 77-53311
EAN: 5060256387657
Manufacturer: Otterbox

30.95 €
* VAT included
Live outside the limits and document your deeds with FR&#274;, the WaterProof Galaxy S7 case.
FR&#274;
Fully sealed with a built-in screen cover, your DropProof Galaxy S7 case gives you the freedom to push extremes.
FORM-FITTING DESIGN
FR&#274; is made to complement your phone's clean lines, adding mere millimeters and grams to its size and weight.
ZERO COMPROMISE
Customized for a flawless fit, LifeProof Galaxy S7 cases keep every button, camera and feature open for action.
The great outdoors are calling, and your FR&#274; for Galaxy S7 is ready to explore the wilds without worry. From the
beaches of Oahu to the peaks of the Great Smokey Mountains, FR&#274; Galaxy S7 cases go where you go so you
can snap pics, shoot vids and share the adventure in the moment.
Main specifications:

Features
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Case type:
Product colour:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Protection features:
Waterproof up to:

5.1 "
Cover case
Blue
Samsung
Galaxy S7
Dust resistant,Scratch resistant,Shock resistant,Snow resistant,Water
resistant
2m

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

82.55 mm
14.73 mm
156.72 mm
42.4 g

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:
Manual:
Cleaning cloth:

1 pc(s)
Y
Y

Design
Case carrying style:

Bag

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

